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The Directory Section is a continuing feature of E&A. It is a source of information on 
groups and periodicals concerned with ethical questions about treatment of non-humans. 
The groups and periodicals themselves provide the information, subject to space limitations 
and minor editing by the E&A staff. The policy of the Di~ectory is one of maximum inclu­-
siveness, i.e., a submitted listing for a group or periodical will be included unless it 
is wholly irrelevant, manifestly libellous, or clearly pornographic. It is hoped that 
local, state, provincial, regional, national and international groups of all sorts will 
submit listings. To obtain a listing form for your organization, or to recommend that 
another group be listed, contact the SSEA office. 
Periodicals 
OCEANS MAGAZINEANIMALS 
Animals magazine is published by The The Oceanic Society (qv) publishes OCEANS bi­-Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of monthly to provide its members with balancedCruelty to Animals six times a year. Subscrip­- and informative perspectives on subjectstions may be entered at the Circulation connected with the oceans. Although theDepartment of Animals, 350 South Huntington Oceanic Society encourages conservativeAvenue, Boston, MA, 02130--$6.50 for one year; management of the marine environment, the$12.50 for two years (Canadian and Foreign, magazine does not concern itself solely with
add $1.00 per year). environmental issues. A greater part of it 
is devoted to, for example, profusely 
illustrated features on various species of 
plant or animal life, personal accounts of 
oceanic expeditions, or discussions of 
geological formations in or around the ocean. 
These articles treat the information in some 
depth without overwhelming the reader with 
too much technical detail.Newsletter 
Scientists' Center for Animal Welfare A special section of OCEANS, entitled "Sea 
The Newsletter of the Scientists' Center for Sense", has a more environmental slant. 
Animal Welfare provides a forum for dis­- It carries articles concerning endangered 
cussion of animal welfare issues of direct creatures, current legislation involving 
relevance to practicing scientists. the ocean, and conflicts between the oceans' 
natural ecosystems and the increasingIt is a newsletter of scientists who care technological demands upon it.
about our relationship with other animals. 
Topics addressed in this new publication 
have thus far included abstracts of recent 
scientific research, the results of which 
will benefit animals (for instance on 
crowding stress in cows and feeding behavior 
in turkeys); ideas for animal welfare topics
that need to be addressed by future research; 
descriptions of undergraduate courses on THE VEGETARIru~ TIMES 
ethics and animals; discussions of ethical 
costs of animal experimentation; reports of The VEGETARIAN TIMES is the only independently
relevant conferences; information on humane published, national magazine for vegetarians.
laws regarding use of animals in biology Each issue contains health tips, vegetarian
education; guidelines of acceptable practices recipes, articles on animal rights and issues,
in handling wildlife animals; policies on nutritional information and a digest of news 
humane use of laboratory animals; listing from more than laO sources. Published every
of free materials available from the six weeks. Contains 80 pages per issue. 
Scientists' Center; announcements of new Single copy, $2. Subscription, $12 for 8 
publications, and other topics. The iSSues. For inquiries write: VEGETARIAN 
Newsletter is published approximately every TIl1ES, 124 N. Austin Blvd., Oak Park, IL 
two months and is available for $15 (or 60302. 
more, if you are in a position to help the 
Center's activities). Inquiries and 
subscriptions should be addressed to 
P.O. Box 3755, Washington, DC 20007. 
